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ABOUT

A Vibrant Ecosystem, 
Moving Toward  
The Internet of Value
Up today, every blockchain has been a walled garden.  

Every blockchain has its own applications and tokens 

and it is very difficult to interact and to bring the 

value among the different ones. 

Exploiting the potential of the best Blockchains, we 

want to create a vibrant ecosystem moving toward 

the Internet of Value.

Watch the video
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ABOUT

We want to support 
the EAecosystem as 
incubators
We want to support New Projects and Companies, 

working in the EA Ecosystem. 

Join the creators, builders, and users of the 

EAecosystem to pioneer the future and Create Value.

Submit your project



Corporate solutions
Combine new-gen technologies with Business 

Process Management to unlock smarter business 

processes, boost efficiencies and sharpen 

organizations’ skills.
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Payments
Design new payment systems to increase sales 

and reduce costs for all businesses, integrating 

new technologies to ensure safety transactions 

and eliminating cross-border fees.



Blockchain Tools
Develop new Blockchain tools in order to simplify 

the Blockchain interactions by users like 

Blockchain explorer, node monitoring and 

blockchain APIs.
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Secure Wallets
Create new systems to secure value in an easy 

and secure way allowing people to control own 

money.



E-mobility
Join the e-mobility journey by building 

infrastructures, offering modular, intelligent 

and innovative solutions to overcome barriers to 

use and create sustainable and shared value for 

everyone, everywhere. e|a

Environment
Join our mission to pursue progress for people 

everywhere, creating long-term value, which 

will be the connection between science and 

technology to tackle global challenges creating 

more sustainable solutions.
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ELYSIAN 
Proudly running  
on the XRPL

BLOCKCHAIN
Fastest

Cheapest

Most Scalable

Greenest



ELYSIAN

The current 
Elysian Ecosystem
Elysian is a part and it is used in a vibrant XRPL 

Ecosystem, from the Art and NFT to the payment 

Industry. 

The Elysian Ecosystem is expanding and ELS is being 

used by a growing number of players, in different 

business contexts.



ELYSIAN

The current Elysian Ecosystem

Aesthetes 

It will be accepted as 
method of payment and you 

will be able to vote Digital 
artists to drop.

ChiSpend Xumm App 

You could buy Gift Card 
or Airtime Credits  
around the world.

Bitrue 

You can use ELS  
during several activities 

carried out by Bitrue.

EarnX.eu 

You can use ELS on  
EarnX.eu platform.



ELYSIAN Vision

SGB/Flare dApps
xELS running on 

SGB/Flare network
bELS running 

on BSC
Pancake Swap 

BSC dApps
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ELYSIAN

Bridges will be:

Exchanges 
supporting the pairs ELS/xELS and ELS/bELS

02 Cross-chain tools 
letting the wrapping on a chain and the 
releasing on the other one



Bitrue

HotBit

Sologenic 
(XRPL-DEX)

BigOne

LBank

ELYSIAN

Exchanges
ELS is supported 

by several 

International 

Crypto Exchanges

GateHub 
(XRPL-DEX)



ELYSIAN

Wallets

XUMM D’CENT

LEDGER 
&COBO VAULT 

using XRP Toolkit
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ATHENA 
In Order To Foster The Crosschain 
Cooperation And To Take Advantage Of The 
SGB Network's Amazing Features,  
We Decided To Mint xATH On It.

BLOCKCHAIN

It will be a feasible reward of a selected S/F 
Signal Provider.



ATHENA

The Airdrop will be in Q4 2022. 

RATIO: 

1 xATH :  
1 ELS detected on your claiming DEX XRPL wallet.

Airdrop Snapshot Dates: 

30/03/2022

30/06/2022

30/09/2022
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